
 Agenda for the Council Meeting to be held on 16 June 2014. Page 89   ATTACHMENT 1   Department of Planning & Environment GPO Box 39 SYDNEY  NSW  2001   Submission to Review of Environmental Zones in Far North Coast  Pittwater Council welcomes the opportunity to comment on the review of Environmental Protection zones on the Far North Coast. It is our understanding that the findings and recommendations of the interim report will have implications for Environmental Protection zones across NSW, however, the nature or extent of those implications is unknown at this point. This submission highlights the potential issues for Pittwater Local Government Area (LGA) if the recommendations of this review are applied across the state.  Scope of the review Pittwater Council seeks further clarification and justification regarding changes to the scope of the review. It is noted that the original scope focused solely on agricultural and rural land uses, the extension of the scope to incorporate residential uses is of concern. Further clarification about the scope of this review and the implications for recommendations regarding residential properties zoned E3 and E4 across NSW is sought.  The extension of the scope of the review, in January 2013, to incorporate the application of the E4 Environmental Living zone in residential areas has not been widely reflected in the web page information on the Department of Planning and Environment’s website.   Media Releases and general documentation place a greater emphasis and focus on balancing agricultural and rural uses while protecting important environmental values, while residential land uses are scarcely mentioned, specific reference is made to the Department of Planning and Environment’s Response – Northern Councils E Zone Review Interim Report. Given the review will establish broader principles for environmental zoning across the state – it is essential that all exhibition material clearly reflects the new extended scope and provides clear advice that the review provides recommendations on LEP practice note – Preparing LEPs using the Standard Instrument: standard zones Attachment A - ‘overview on the general purpose of the environmental zones (as outlined in Department of Planning Practice Note PN09-002) and new criteria for the application of the E2 Environmental Conservation Zone and E3 Environmental Management Zone  As the scope and final recommendations of the review have not been clearly established at this point, it is imperative that the Department of Planning and Environment undertake additional extensive consultation when the state wide implications of the finalised recommendations become apparent to ensure all Councils across NSW are provided the opportunity to review and consider the proposed recommendations and potential implications.   The aim of applying zones consistently across NSW is difficult to achieve as environmental qualities, ecological and aesthetic values, land uses and development patterns vary considerably across the different regions. What is considered appropriate in the Far North Coast may not be appropriate for metropolitan Sydney. Pittwater Council encourages the Department of Planning and Environment to consider the differences of regions in NSW when considering the wider implications of this review and its application across the state. Furthermore, additional extensive consultation across the state is required at the completion of this review to enable local governments to consider the Department of Planning and Environment’s position on the proposed amendments to Planning Circulars and Practices for LEP making and provide comment on the state wide implications.      



 Agenda for the Council Meeting to be held on 16 June 2014. Page 90  Use of Environmental Protection Zones Across the Pittwater LGA, the Environmental Protection zones have been applied in accordance with the criteria outlined in Practice Note PN09-002 Environmental Protection Zones. The proposed criteria for Zone E2 and E3 are a concern for Pittwater Council, especially the removal of aesthetic values from the criteria. Council during the preparation of its Standard Instrument LEP utilised the E3 and E4 zones in accordance with the criteria established in the Department’s Practice Notes to conserve scenic values and limit future residential intensification in areas subject to environmental and infrastructure constraints. The E3 and E4 zones were used in this instance as the Residential Zones did not provided the ability to limit future development and intensification in these areas.   The areas, subject to the E3 and E4 zones were established using an evidence-based approach, which clearly indicated certain types of residential development, such as dual occupancies and secondary dwellings, could not be supported in these areas. The Department’s stance on not permitting the use of environmental overlays has consequently lead to land used primarily for residential purposes to not be zoned Residential as the Residential Zones fail to provide adequate protection for important environmental and aesthetic values of these areas. These sites alternatively were zoned E3 or E4 in accordance with the Department’s Practice Note.  Criteria for E2 and E3 zones The creation of criteria for E2 and E3 is a concern for Council as the criteria removes reference to scenic and cultural values. Areas in Pittwater zoned E2 are bushland reserves and headlands identified within Plans of Management as having high conservation values such as species habitat. It is uncertain whether this analysis would be considered a validated data set or evidence-based as the terms are not defined or explained in the exhibition material. Furthermore, concern is raised regarding the ongoing implications of properties zoned E2 if they did not meet the new criteria outlined.  The implications for the E3 zone criteria are also a concern. The criteria established by Parsons Brinkerhoff again do not reference scenic/ cultural values and environmental hazards/processes that require careful consideration/management. Council has established its E3 Zones on this basis. Areas zoned E3 throughout the LGA have infrastructure constraints as well as environmental and aesthetic qualities, being land without road access adjoining the Pittwater waterway and/or Ku-ring-gai Chase National Park. The implications for Council are that if the criteria remove the abovementioned references than these areas may be subject to inappropriate residential intensification.   The application of the established criteria outside of the Far North Coast is uncertain at this point and further clarification is sought on this matter. If the criteria established for the Far North Coast is to apply across the state, additional criteria such environmental hazards and natural processes that require careful consideration and management and the availability of adequate infrastructure (i.e. limited/ restricted access to road networks, non-reticulated sewage and potable water supply and scenic value must be added when considering the application of E3 in metropolitan areas.   Removal of aesthetic values as an attribute of E3 Pittwater Council does not support the removal of aesthetic values as an attribute for the E3 zone. We have applied this zone to areas that require careful consideration and management of the natural environment (ecological and aesthetic values). These areas are also highly constrained with limited access to essential infrastructure, as outlined in the above section. Scenic/cultural qualities and the proliferation of native vegetation are highly valued by the Pittwater community.     



 Agenda for the Council Meeting to be held on 16 June 2014. Page 91  Environmental overlays Council does not support the Department of Planning and Environment’s stance on environmental overlays.  Although the most ‘important’ vegetation forms part of the proposed criteria for the E2 and E3 zones, this is not the extent of native vegetation that is worthy of conservation and management. The habitat of native species that are not threatened or endangered should also be conserved and managed where appropriate. For this reason, environmental conservation and management should be viewed as a spectrum where all native flora and fauna are considered and not just limiting it to the most threatened. Environmental overlays allow an additional level of protection to native species and habitats at the development application stage while enabling land to be zoned for its primary purpose and provide a step between the protection offered by Environment Protection zones with their limited range of land uses and relying only on Clause 5.9 to prevent native tree and habitat loss.  Removal of E4 Environmental Living in low impact residential areas The recommendations regarding the application of the E4 zone is not supported by Council. We are concerned of the potential implications the proposed recommendation will have for other regions in NSW. E4 Zones have been used extensively throughout the LGA to protect sensitive environmental attributes from future inappropriate residential intensification, which cannot be supported in these areas. In general, the scenic and environmental qualities of these sites, such as steep slopes and significant native vegetation, limit the potential for development and in order to manage these qualities the E4 zone was applied rather than a residential zone such as R2 Low Density Residential, as the current suite of residential zones do not provide adequate protection of the sensitive environmental attributes.   In the case of Pittwater LGA, the E3 and E4 zones have been applied to existing areas of residential development to differentiate between areas which can or cannot support certain forms of development due to their environmental, scenic and infrastructure constraints. In the case of dual occupancy development, the R2 zone applies to areas which can support dual occupancy and the E4 zone applies to existing low density residential development which cannot support dual occupancy because of their environmental attributes/constraints. Likewise, those areas which are highly constrained by their ecological value, aesthetic value, lack of essential infrastructure, and geographic isolation can support dwelling houses but cannot support greater intensification of development such as secondary dwellings and dual occupancies. This differentiation can only be achieved by zones as overlays are a mechanism not supported by the Department.  Council seeks advice on the state wide implications of the recommendation to replace E4 in Byron Shire Council with an appropriate residential zone. We are concerned that the scale of residential development permitted within the residential zone is inappropriate and will jeopardise the environmental and aesthetic attributes and qualities of these areas. While Clause 5.9 may assist in maintaining important native vegetation, different zones are still required to maintain existing development restrictions, limiting the amount of development on sites and therefore limit the potential number of trees removed.  Clarification from the Department is sought as to whether a set of criteria similar to those developed for E2 and E3 will be developed for the E4 zone. Council does not support the establishment of criteria for E4 and considers Practice Note09-002 is appropriate to provide necessary guidance for application of this zone.  It is considered the removal of residential land uses from E3 and E4 is considered inappropriate as the current suite of residential zones under the Standard Instrument are considered to provide an inadequate level of protection for land with special environmental attributes and qualities. Furthermore, zoning such land with a residential zone (with its extended range of permissible uses) creates an expectation that higher densities can be achieved at the development application stage, even though there is evidence to confirm that the land cannot support residential intensification. It is Council’s view that the planning system needs to be front-loaded, where sound planning decisions are made during the strategic planning process and the LEP preparation stage to ensure land suitable for specific land uses is zoned accordingly.  



 Agenda for the Council Meeting to be held on 16 June 2014. Page 92  If land is burdened by significant environmental land attributes and constraints, than the zone needs to recognise and reflect these constraints appropriately. It is not considered good planning practice to negotiate and deal with the constraint issues as they arise at the development application stage.  New Zones The proposal for a new Natural Resources Management zone is supported for agricultural areas however this should not replace the E3 Environmental Management zone as suggested as the applicability of the E3 zone has not been limited to agricultural land in NSW. E3 land in the Pittwater LGA currently incorporates low impact residential development and a limited range of compatible land uses. When considering the applicability of the recommendation to the broader state context, it is considered inappropriate to remove the E3 zone and replace it with a Natural Resources Management zone.  If the recommendation to remove low density residential land uses from E4 Zones (i.e. Byron Shire Council recommendation) and replace with an appropriate residential zone is applied across NSW, new residential zones will be required to capture areas with sensitive environmental attributes that cannot support further residential intensification. Currently, the limited number of residential zones is considered inadequate to reflect and capture the varying capabilities of residential land with environmental attributes and constraints. The inclusion of a residential zone which recognises areas with environmental and natural attributes (e.g. presence of native vegetation, wildlife corridors, steep slopes) that limit its future development potential of the land, is necessary. It is noted that Zones E3 and E4 identify dwelling houses as mandatory uses, and this along with the Department’s Practice Notes and Planning Circulars lead to Council’s interpreting the E3 and E4 zones as fulfilling the purpose as outlined above.  Conclusion Pittwater Council welcomes the opportunity to comment on the Northern Councils E Zone Review Interim Report and recommend the matters raised in this submission be duly considered as part of the process of determining the state wide implications of this review. Council would also welcome the opportunity to provide further comments on the state wide implications of the review’s recommendations when they become apparent and more detail is available.  Given the broader state wide implications of the review, we urge the Department to reconsider the ‘next steps’ as outlined on the Department’s website.  Specifically Council seeks the inclusion of an additional exhibition period to seek feedback on the Department’s decision to support all or part of the recommendations contained in the final report. This exhibition period also needs to clearly identify and seeks feedback on the potential implementation strategies to incorporate the recommendations into the Standard Instrument.     Should you have any further queries regarding any of the matters raised in the submission, please do not hesitate to contact Anne-Maree Newbery.   Yours sincerely,   Steve Evans  DIRECTOR, ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING & COMMUNITY       
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 Agenda for the Council Meeting to be held on 16 June 2014. Page 95    C12.3 Minutes of the Sustainable Towns and Villages Reference Group Meeting held on 21 May 2014   Meeting: Sustainable Towns and Villages Committee   Date:  16 June 2014   STRATEGY: Corporate Management  ACTION: Maintain and Service Council’s Range of Committees   PURPOSE OF REPORT  To present to Council for consideration, the Minutes of Sustainable Towns and Villages Reference Group Meeting held on 21 May 2014 (Attachment 1).   1.0 BACKGROUND 1.1 The Sustainable Towns and Villages Reference Group was established by Council to consider matters involving goals and initiatives contained in the key direction of Council’s Strategic Plan – Integrating Our Built Environment. 1.2 The strategic objectives within the associated key direction are: • Asset Management Coordination Strategy • Energy Efficiency Strategy • Land Use & Development Strategy • Town & Village Strategy • Transport & Traffic Strategy 1.3 To fulfil its role, the Sustainable Towns and Villages Reference Group provides: • a link between Council and the community which enhances communication about the strategic direction of Council initiatives, • input from Council and the community (historical, social and environmental) when considering possible solutions, • consideration of implications from strategic initiatives and their likely impact on the local community; and feedback to Council on behalf of the community.  2.0 ISSUES  2.1 STV4.1 - Steps to a Sustainable Home Update            Reference points 1. That the update on the Steps to a Sustainable Home be noted.  2. That the document be submitted and reviewed at an operational level, distributed to reference group members and published on the Pittwater Council Website.  3. Further discussions regarding marketing be undertaken at the August Reference Group Meeting.  2.2 STV4.2 - Draft Pittwater Local Environmental Plan update            Reference points  That the update on the Draft Pittwater Local Environment Plan be noted.   



 Agenda for the Council Meeting to be held on 16 June 2014. Page 96  2.3     STV4.3 - Ingleside Precinct Planning Process           Reference points 1. That the update on the progress of the Ingleside Precinct Planning process be noted.  2. That Reference Group members continue to encourage their respective associations and groups to stay informed of the progress of the Ingleside Precinct Planning process via the Ingleside website and be encouraged to attend the future community workshops.   2.4 STV4.4 - Draft Delivery Plan & Budget  Reference points That the update on the Draft Delivery Plan and Budget be noted.   2.5 STV4.5 - Draft Pittwater Public Space & Recreation Strategy Reference points 1. That the update on the Draft Pittwater Public Space and Recreation Strategy be noted.  2. That the exhibition period for the Draft Pittwater Public Space and Recreation Strategy be extended for 6 weeks with an end date being amended to 23 June 2014.  3. That the Council be commended for creating a unique wildlife corridor connecting Kuringai National Park through the Ingleside Escarpment to the Warriewood Wetlands.   2.6 STV4.6 - Tree Planting in Elanora Update Reference points 1. That the update on the Tree Planting in Elanora be noted.  2. That the verbal update on tree planting across the Pittwater Local Government Area by Ms Jacqui Marlow be noted and that there is a great deal of enthusiasm to increase Canopy Tree cover throughout Pittwater.   3. That a representative from Council’s Compliance area attend the next reference group meeting and provide an update on the item.    3.0 SUSTAINABILITY ASSESSMENT  This report does not require a sustainability assessment.     4.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 4.1 To present to Council the outcome of discussion papers on Strategic issues and to present Reference Points of the Sustainable Towns and Villages Reference Group contained in the minutes of the meeting of 21 May 2014.   



 Agenda for the Council Meeting to be held on 16 June 2014. Page 97      RECOMMENDATION  That the Minutes of the Sustainable Towns and Villages Reference Group meeting of 21 May 2014 be noted.         Report prepared by   Steve Evans DIRECTOR, ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING & COMMUNITY   



 Agenda for the Council Meeting to be held on 16 June 2014. Page 98    ATTACHMENT 1                     Minutes Sustainable Towns and Villages Reference Group held in the Level 3 Conference Room, 5 Vuko Place, Warriewood on          21 May 2014 Commencing at 4:10pm    



 Agenda for the Council Meeting to be held on 16 June 2014. Page 99  Attendance:  Members of the Committee, namely  Mr Mark Ferguson, General Manager - Chairperson Cr Grace, Chairperson  representatives from the following organisations:  Mr Peter Mayman, Avalon Preservation Association Mr Graham Rayner, Bayview - Church Point Residents Association Ms Linda Haefeli, Climate Action Pittwater Mr Dick Clarke, Elanora Heights Residents Association Ms Jacqui Marlow, Friends of Narrabeen Lagoon Catchment Committee Mr Mark Wadsworth, Mona Vale Residents Association  Ms Selena Webber, Newport Residents Association Ms Merinda Rose, Palm Beach & Whale Beach Association Ms Kim Jones, Pittwater Business Limited Mr Greg Roberts, Scotland Island Residents Association Mr Peter Cotton, Pittwater Resident  Ms Jennifer Knox, West Pittwater Community Association Mr James Vosper, Pittwater Resident Representative  and the following Council Advisors  Ms Jane Mulroney, Community Engagement Officer and Corporate Strategy Manager Mr Andrew Pigott, Manager - Planning and Assessment Ms Tija Stagni, Senior Planner (Land Release) Ms Anne-Maree Newbery, Principal Strategic Planner Ms Jenny Cronan, Landscape Architect Mr Steve Lawler, Principal Officer, Reserves, Recreation and Building Services  Ms Sherryn McPherson, Administration Officer/Minute Secretary    



 Agenda for the Council Meeting to be held on 16 June 2014. Page 100  Sustainable Towns and Villages Reference Group Meeting  Table of Contents  Item No. Item Page No  1.0 Apologies   2.0 Declarations of Pecuniary Interest   3.0 Confirmation of Minutes   4.0 Discussion Topics   STV4.1 Steps to a Sustainable Home Update   STV4.2 Draft Pittwater Local Environmental Plan update   STV4.3 Ingleside Precint Planning   STV4.4 Draft Delivery Plan & Budget   STV4.5 Draft Pittwater Public Space & Recreation Strategy   STV4.6 Tree Planting in Elanora Update    5.0 Emerging Business   6.0 Next Meeting                                



 Agenda for the Council Meeting to be held on 16 June 2014. Page 101     1.0 Apologies  1. Apologies were received from  • Mr Steve Evans, Director, Environmental Planning & Community • Mr Stephen Richmond, Bayview - Church Point Residents Association  • Mr Stephen Koolloos, Pittwater Resident Representative • Mr Ray Mills, Clareville and Bilgola Plateau Residents Association • Ms Merinda Rose, Palm Beach & Whale Beach Association • Mr Anthony Edye, Climate Action Pittwater • Ms Ruth Gaines, SIRA / Pittwater Resident • Mr Geoff Sheppard, Pittwater Resident Representative  and leave of absence was granted from the Sustainable Towns and Villages Reference Group Meeting held on 19 February 2014.  2. The Reference Group members accepted the apologies.  (Ms Selena Webber / Mr Greg Roberts)    2.0 Declarations of Pecuniary Interest  Nil    3.0 Confirmation of Minutes  REFERENCE GROUP RECOMMENDATION  That the Minutes of the Sustainable Towns and Villages Reference Group Meeting held on 19 February 2014, be confirmed as a true and accurate record of that meeting.  (Mr Peter Mayman / Mr Greg Roberts)    4.0 Discussion Topics     



 Agenda for the Council Meeting to be held on 16 June 2014. Page 102     STV4.1 Steps to a Sustainable Home Update  Proceedings in Brief:  Mr Greg Roberts, Scotland Island Residents Association addressed the reference group on this item.  Discussion Points  Q:  Is there an estimated completion date and will there be any further opportunities to review the document prior to the final product being launched to the public?  A:  The document is in its final stages of completion and is estimated to be completed by the end of May.    Once the document is completed, it will be reviewed by key Council staff to verify that the components contained in the document are accurate, correct and that it is also approved from a planning perspective. Once this process is complete, copies will be distributed in a PDF format to all reference group members for final approval.    Council is proposing to schedule a workshop to provide reference group members an opportunity to review the product and make any final amendments.  Discussions and final steps for launching the document on the website and a marketing program will need to be discussed and endorsed to ensure that the best outcome is achieved.    It is anticipated that a final copy will be available for the Reference Group members at the August meeting.   Q:  Will this be an advisory document or will it be implemented and used as regulatory component for residents / developers when building in Pittwater?  A:  It will be an advisory document. Council will be incorporating the document into pre-lodgment packages and will be utilised as an essential tool for residents when building in Pittwater. Councils Customer Service and Planning staff will be well informed about the product and how to retrieve copies and where it can be located on the website.   Q:  Could the document be adopted by SHOROC and implemented as a regional document and possibly set the standard across all Councils in the future?  A:  Once the document is finalised it could be presented to SHOROC for further consideration and implementation as a model across Councils.     REFERENCE GROUP RECOMMENDATION  1. That the update on the Steps to a Sustainable Home be noted.  2. That the document be submitted and reviewed at an operational level, distributed to reference group members and published on the Pittwater Council Website.  3. Further discussions regarding marketing be undertaken at the August Reference Group Meeting.  (Mr Greg Roberts / Ms Linda Haefeli) 



 Agenda for the Council Meeting to be held on 16 June 2014. Page 103     STV4.2 Draft Pittwater Local Environmental Plan update   Proceedings in Brief  Ms Anne Maree Newbery, Principal Strategic Planner and Mr Andrew Pigott – Manager Planning and Assessment addressed the meeting on this item.  Discussion Points  Q:  The amendments that came back from the final review, where they matters of significance or editorial?  A:  Council is aware that there has been amendments made to the document, some were significant and some were editorial. We have made comment on those amendments with supporting of justification as to why they should not be changed. Council is yet to receive any formal feedback on our comments and whether they have been received, supported and reverted back to its original form. The Department cannot advise Council on the current version until it has been finalised signed off.  Q:  If Council is dissatisfied with the document, do we have any right of address?   A: Once the LEP is published, the document will be finalised. There is always opportunity for amendment which would need to be strongly justified via a formal Planning Proposal process. This will be an updated model of the existing LEP 1993 which has been transformed into a more current model.  Q:  Can Council please provide an update on the recent Joint Regional Planning Panel Review Meeting (JRPP) in which the LEP will be amended to incorporate changes to 120-122 Mona Vale Road?  A:  The planning proposal for 120-122 Mona Vale Road effects rezoning and the conversion of that land to residential lots similar to Warriewood Valley. The planning proposal was put forward to the JRPP who made a decision and supported changing the zone from the current non-urban zone to the following 3 zones;  • R2 – Standard Residential,  • E4 – Environmental Living Zone, and  • E2 – Environment Protection Zone.    If approved, the final decision on whether or not to progress the Planning Proposal will be made by the Department of Planning and Environment and the standard instrument will be adopted, published on the NSW Planning website and the first amendment to the LEP will be to change the Zone on 120 – 122 Mona Vale Road.   This amendment will not be included in the first comprehensive published version of the LEP but it will be amended to reflect the changes of that particular zone.   Q:  Does Council have the opportunity to challenge that amendment before it gets added to the LEP and is it proposed within the rezoning that access be granted directly onto Mona Vale Road?   A: The JRPP make a recommendation to the Department and it’s up to the department to agree with the decision before them.    It is highly unlikely that they will gain access to Mona Vale Road and if they are granted access, it will be emergency access only. 



 Agenda for the Council Meeting to be held on 16 June 2014. Page 104  Q:  Once the LEP is finalised, will there be a series of marketing or workshops held by Council to provide the residents with an opportunity to question how this will impact on their area?  A:  Yes there is an implementation strategy which Council is working on and part of this strategy will include a consultation plan in regards to how we distribute this information to the community. Information will be distributed to all community stakeholders and details will be available on Councils website. There will be a range of options that will be implemented to make sure the community is aware of the date the LEP will be launched on the Government website, as it will be 28 days from this date that it will come into effect.         STV4.3: Ingleside Precinct Planning Process  Proceedings in Brief  Ms Tija Stagni, Senior Planner (Land Release) and Mr Andrew Pigott – Manager Planning and Assessment addressed the meeting on this item.  Discussion Points  Q:  Is there a timeline for when the Draft Structure Plan for Ingleside will be completed?  A:  Consultants are still completing preliminary testing for the 3 options and working towards a draft Structure Plan (layout plan for Ingleside), however, it still requires extensive testing. It is a detailed process involving input from each of the various consultants, testing and refinement. It is predicted that a draft structure plan will be developed by August and will be presented to the Community at a second round of workshops, similar in format to the March workshop sessions.  Q:  Will the Structure Plan prepared by the Master Planner be a layout of the area and will it  include zoning?  A:  The zoning will not be shown on the plan.  The Draft Structure Plan will include:  • the road layout,  • development blocks (not yet in specific detail such as low or medium density), and • conservation land and the corridors that will be preserved.  Q:  Will this Plan include an overview of the proposed works on Mona Vale Road and is it correct that they will not exceed past Ingleside?   A:  Council has engaged a Consultant to undertake an assessment of infrastructure requirements for Ingleside, part of that process includes liaising with Roads and Maritime Services (RMS) in regards to their agenda for their planned updates in the area.    The RMS was initially focused on Mona Vale Road on the west side of Ingleside (Powderworks Road intersection) however these priorities have changed and they will initially commence work on the eastern side of Mona Vale Road from Samuel Street, Warriewood to Powderworks Road,  Ingleside. The change in focus has contributed to the delay in the planning investigations for Ingleside.    



 Agenda for the Council Meeting to be held on 16 June 2014. Page 105     REFERENCE GROUP RECOMMENDATION 1. That the update on the progress of the Ingleside Precinct Planning process be noted.  2. That Reference Group members continue to encourage their respective associations and groups to stay informed of the progress of the Ingleside Precinct Planning process via the Ingleside website and be encouraged to attend the future community workshops.   (Ms Kim Jones / Mr Greg Roberts)       STV4.4 Draft Delivery Plan & Budget   Proceedings in Brief Ms Jane Mulroney provided copies of the Draft Delivery Program & Budget on USB sticks.  The document which is currently on public exhibition can also be accessed via the link provided below: 
http://www.pittwater.nsw.gov.au/council/documents_on_ex/document_pages/draft_d
elivery_program_and_budget_2014-2018  Discussion points:  Q:  Why has the major works total been reduced by 7 million in the current year and do these items include; Special Rate Variation expenditure and does the expenditure on projects significantly fluctuate from year to year?  A:  Yes it does incorporate the Special Rate Variation projects.    Bungan Lane Carpark and Avalon Surf Club which are two (2) major projects which Council is spending a significant amount this financial year which will reflect considerably in the reduced figures in the following financial year.    In regards to the fluctuation on expenditure, in last financial year our asset renewal ratio was 108%, in the next year it is predicted to be 90%.   In the December 2013-2014 budget review, applications for grant funding that would make the figure slightly higher, however, in the Draft Budget for 2014-2015 we have a number of grant applications that are unconfirmed and cannot include them in the budget.       REFERENCE GROUP RECOMMENDATION  That the update on the Draft Delivery Plan and Budget be noted.  (Ms Jennifer Knox / Ms Jacqui Marlow)     



 Agenda for the Council Meeting to be held on 16 June 2014. Page 106     STV4.5 Draft Pittwater Public Space & Recreation Strategy   Ms Jenny Cronan, Landscape Architect and Mr Steve Lawler, Principal Officer – Reserves, Recreation and Building Services addressed the committee on this item.   A copy of the Draft Pittwater Public Space and Recreation Strategy PowerPoint presentation is attached to the minutes at attachment 1.  Discussion points:  Q: What is classified as a Nature Conservation area in Pittwater?  A: Bushland is classified as a Nature Conservation area which in Pittwater LGA would make approx. 61%.   Nature Conservation is an ethic of resource use, allocation, and protection. Its primary focus is upon maintaining the health of the natural world: its, fisheries, habitats, and biological diversity.   Q: In regards to the Cafes run by private individuals / companies, how does Council calculate the rent calculated in order to receive maximum revenue?  A: Council advertises a Public Tender process which is assessed against a set criteria. The market dictates the rental return.   Q: Is their future plans for additional Cafes to operate on Pittwater beachfronts and would Clareville Carpark be an option?   A: Council is continually reviewing opportunities for beachfront cafes and locations with Bilarong Reserve being a possibility in the future. A Café has been established at the Mona Vale Surf Club and the revenue that is raised from this is placed in a rental account to maintain the Surf Club.    In regards to the Clareville Beach Carpark, yes this is a great location however this was trialed with a Coffee van approximately 10 years ago but it only operated for a short period before closing down due to being an unsustainable business.   Q: Can Council utilise more of their Surf Clubs for beachside cafes / coffee shops?  A: Council needs to maintain a correct balance without becoming over commercialized.   Newport Surf Club for example is a heritage listed building, is a big club which requires them to utilise and reinvest any income to maintain their own infrastructure.     Bilgola and Mona Vale Beach cafes are a great success and have been well received. There is also a small café that’s opened on limited days on Warriewood Beach which is becoming increasingly popular.   Q:  Is it correct that Council requires approximately 4 hectares for Warriewood Valley and where will Council find this land?   A: Council requires an additional 4.7 hectares and there is a few options available, one being on Boondah Road.    



 Agenda for the Council Meeting to be held on 16 June 2014. Page 107  Q:  Can Council install additional garbage recycle bins into our parks and carparks?   A: Council has approximately 20 recycling bins at various beach locations including Narrabeen Rock pool carpark and Newport Surf Club.  Q:  Does the area require 6 Golf Clubs and is this land put to the most equitable use?  A:  The Strategy suggests Pittwater has too many golf courses; three public and three private, some of which are struggling for membership.  The Strategy recommends investigating alternative uses for golf courses to ensure equitable distribution of open space for the wider Pittwater community.  Council recognises that golf courses provide other public benefits, such as large swathes of green open space that contribute to the local character and amenity, especially when situated in sometimes densely populated suburbs.   Q: Is Council proposing to sell small land / pocket parks in order to purchase land to improve open space areas?  A:  Yes, we need to further assess the open space network. Although we have an oversupply of open space most is on steep land that is unsuitable for active recreation. We have a shortage of large flat parcels of land, particularly for sportsfields.    Council is also recommending rationalizing our playgrounds by removing those that are no longer required.    Currently the existing 800 hectares that Council owns costs approximately $5million per year to maintain. Pittwater currently has 58 playgrounds, all of which cost money to maintain.  Also, Council has the additional responsibility to ensure that playgrounds comply with current standards and this is not currently true for all playgrounds in Pittwater.   REFERENCE GROUP RECOMMENDATION  1. That the update on the Draft Pittwater Public Space and Recreation Strategy be noted.  2. That the exhibition period for the Draft Pittwater Public Space and Recreation Strategy be extended for 6 weeks with an end date being amended to 23 June 2014.  3. That the Council be commended for creating a unique wildlife corridor connecting Kuringai National Park through the Ingleside Escarpment to the Warriewood Wetlands.   (Ms Jacqui Marlow / Ms Kim Jones)   



 Agenda for the Council Meeting to be held on 16 June 2014. Page 108     STV4.6 Tree Planting in Elanora Update  Mr Steve Lawler, Principal Officer – Reserves, Recreation and Building Services and Ms Jacqui Marlow, Friends of Narrabeen Lagoon Catchment Committee addressed the Committee on this item.   A copy of Ms Marlow’s presentations is attached to the minutes at Attachment 2.  Discussion Points  Q:  Can Council implement signage in areas to protect plants and implement a planting schedule to replace plants being removed and destroyed on private and public land?   A: Council is dedicated to the environment and is consistently replanting trees in the Pittwater area.  However, Council has limited control over the destruction and removal of trees. Recently at Clareville Beach Council erected signage for years and on 6 - 8 occasions unfortunately the plants were continually poisoned.    Council has appointed a Tree Management Officer to work with the residents in the area and be more proactive with replanting.  Council has organised a free plant to residents in the area to encourage replanting on residential properties.   The majority of residents are not necessary well educated in planting trees and are regularly seeking assistance from Council on what species they should plant and the best locations. In the Open Space Strategy (refer page 89), Council is recommending implementing the following initiatives to assist residents in regards to planting and promoting bush gardens:  1. Post a native garden forum where residents can submit photos of their garden where staff and residents can submit suggestions for design and improvements.  2. Introduce an annual award for the best local garden using local species.  3. Investigate whether a mentor system be developed in the community for native garden.  If you do agree with these points, please support the Open Space Strategy and write a submission of support.   Q: How can residents receive feedback on the outcome of reportable offenses and is it possible to continually advertise (e.g Manly Daily) and further educate the residents on protecting our environment in regards to tree removal and the repercussions if these directions are disregarded?    A: Councils Compliance section manages this aspect of the LGA but it should be noted that you cannot prosecute people without evidence and support from those reporting the offence.     Q:  Is there also an opportunity to protect residents who are reporting instances of trees being poisoned?  A:  There is an opportunity under the GIPA Act for residents to obtain copies of information as part of the Freedom of Information Act and can receive copies of outcomes to a reported offenses. It is also encouraged that residents initially research their complaint prior to submitting reports to ensure that the plant being removed for a legitimate reason.    It is also difficult for residents in the area with 30 year old trees on their property in which they would like to retain however the roots that continue to grow begin to effect the structure of their house. Engineers are employed to attend these applications and provide supporting evidence that this is in fact a problem and will need to be addressed.    



 Agenda for the Council Meeting to be held on 16 June 2014. Page 109  Q:  Can Council monitor the number of trees in the area?  A: Historical photos have been taken of the area but whilst we can attempt to calculate numbers of trees we have to take into consideration the continuing evolution of the area.    When development applications are lodged there is a standard condition that two (2) canopy trees be planted in the front yard and one (1) in the back yard and that is a condition of consent on their landscape plan. If we are made aware that they are not complying with their consent then Council’s Compliance section can attend the site and issue with an Order to Comply.     REFERENCE GROUP RECOMMENDATION  1. That the update on the Tree Planting in Elanora be noted.  2. That the verbal update on tree planting across the Pittwater Local Government Area by Ms Jacqui Marlow be noted and that there is a great deal of enthusiasm to increase Canopy Tree cover throughout Pittwater.   3. That a representative from Council’s Compliance area attend the next reference group meeting and provide an update on the item.  (Ms Jacqui Marlow / Mr Peter Mayman)     5.0 Emerging Business  Pittwater Business Limited invited all reference group members and associations to attend a breakfast “The ‘experience’ economy” with key-note speaker Kylie Legge which will focus on the branding of Pittwater.  Date: Wednesday, 18 June 2014 Time: 7am – 8.45am Venue: Royal Motor Yacht Club, 46 Prince Alfred Parade, Newport. Book Tickets: http://www.pittwaterbusiness.com.au/events/breakfast-with-kylie-legge    



 Agenda for the Council Meeting to be held on 16 June 2014. Page 110     6.0 Next Meeting   The next Sustainable Towns and Villages Reference Group meeting will be held on 20 August 2014, the location will be advised       
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